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Princess Mononoke is an anime film by Hayao Miyazaki, released in 
1997. It is a fantasy film, set in 16th Century Japan, about the rapidly  
industrializing nation’s conflicts with the spirits of the forest as they  
attempt to exploit the environment. It is a deeply complex work, eschewing a  
good-versus-evil narrative to explore the many complex answers to the  

question: How can humanity live ethically with the environment?

This theme makes it a perfect story to model with Worlds Without Harmony’s 
Natural and Industrial Tension.

This Quick-Start is for 3 Players. Familiarity with Princess Mononoke is not  
necessary to play, but it may provide additional enjoyment.



Using This Quick-Start World
Quick-Starts such as this one provide a World in which to play a session of 
Worlds Without Harmony. The players should go through The Legend, as in a 
normal session, but many of the first steps have already been chosen. The Tension 
has already been decided, and the Factions have already been described, so 
just fill in Faction cards with the information on the following pages.

The Tension
This Quick-Start World uses the Natural and Industrial Tension, and players 
should use that Tension’s list of Tones and Special Rules.

Take a thicker piece of string or twine, about a foot long. At each end, run 
the twine through the hole in an index card. Write Natural on one card and 
Industrial on the other, so you have the Poles tied to each other by a length of 
twine. This is called The Cord, and represents the spectrum of positions between 
the two Poles.

The Factions
Over the next five pages are the Factions. Write all the information onto index 
cards with a hole in one end, and tie them to the Cord with green thread at the 
indicated position.



Faction: Spirits of the Forest
Description 
The myriad spirit creatures of the forest, they center around the Deer God, an 
indifferent deity of Life and Death. The various spirits would do anything to 
protect the Deer God.

Physical Detail
The Spirits of the Forest are all distinctly supernatural, appearing as strange and 
marvelous figures.

Cultural Detail
The Spirits are as curious about humans as they are frightened by them.

Landmark
The Sea of the Forest Spirit is a shallow pool in the center of the forest where the 
Deer God lives.

Position on the Cord
The Spirits of the Forest should be tied at the far end of the Cord, closest to the 
Natural pole.



Faction: The Predator Clans
Description 
The wolf and boar clans of the forest distinguish themselves from the rest of the 
Spirits of the Forest with their pointed dislike for humans and human impacts on 
the world.

Physical Detail
All animals of the Predator Clans display prominent sharp teeth, tusks, or horns.

Cultural Detail
The Predator Clans consider themselves to have been directly victimized by 
humans.

Landmark
The Cedar Forest is the tranquil forest the Predator Clans make their home in.

Position on the Cord
The Predator Clans are the second-most Natural Faction. They are more Natural 
than the Emishi Village, but are more Industrial than the Spirits of the Forest.



Faction: The Emishi Village
Description 
The last hold-out of the Emishi people, the Emishi Village has yet to capitulate 
to the empire. They try their best to live entirely separate from the spirits of the 
forest, pursuing an insulated life.

Physical Detail
The villagers all wear clothes of various shades of purple.

Cultural Detail
The only way to stay peaceful and autonomous is to keep out of everyone’s 
business.

Landmark
The Wise Woman’s Hut is the center of life in the village.

Position on the Cord
The Emishi Village is the Faction in the center. The Village is more Natural than 
Irontown, but more Industrial than the Predator Clans.



Faction: Irontown
Description 
A fortress independent of the Emperor’s control, Irontown mines ore from the 
forest to reinforce itself against attack, making it a formidable force.

Physical Detail
The inhabitants of Irontown are weathered and burly, and have stubborn-
looking expressions.

Cultural Detail
Irontown is a caring place, and looks after the people, including many who 
have been cast out from the rest of society.

Landmark
The Secret Garden is where the town protects its vulnerable lepers without 
needing to interact with them.

Position on the Cord
Irontown is the second-most Industrial Faction. It is more Natural than the 
Emperor’s Men, but more Industrial than the Emishi Village.



Faction: The Emperor’s Men
Description 
The Emperor’s Men want the head of the Deer God, as it is said to grant 
immortality. 

Physical Detail
The Emperor’s Men are always either armed or in disguise, masking their 
allegiances until they strike.

Cultural Detail
Service to the Emperor is built on greed, as the Emperor pays his agents well.

Landmark
The Mountain Paths are where the Emperor’s Men hold the greatest advantage, 
able to ride their horses and strike defensible camps.

Position on the Cord
The Emperor’s Men should be tied at the far end of the Cord, closest to the 
Industrial pole.



The Conflicts
Tie red strings between each of the three following pairs of Factions.

The Predator Clans and The Emishi Village
The Predator Clans have attacked the Emishi Village several times, conflating 
them with the rest of humankind. The Emishi Village has fought back with as little 
force as possible, but the attacks have been growing more severe.

Irontown and The Emperor’s Men
Irontown’s growing military strength is a threat to the Emperor’s supremacy, and 
so he has sent forces to convince Irontown to capitulate. It has not been going 
well, and forces are massing in the mountains.

The Predator Clans and Irontown
As Irontown takes its strength from the forest’s ore, the Predator Clans have tried 
to protect their home. Losses on both sides are plentiful, and both sides tend to 
win on their own turf.



Who Would The Liminals Be?
When playing this Quick-Start World, players should create their own Liminals 
and explore this World and its tensions their own way. However, in the interest 
of displaying how the film lines up with the game, these would be the Liminals if 
the game played out just like the film.

Ashitaka
The prince of the Emishi Village, where he starts, Ashitaka is forced into exploring 
the rest of the world in a conflict with the Predator Clans, where he contracts a 
curse and must rethink his relationship with the world.

San
An adopted human daughter of the wolf Predator Clan, San rejects humanity at 
first, but when she has her first interaction with a non-toxic element of humanity, 
she must consider the possibility that not all civilization is bad.

Lady Eboshi
The leader of Irontown, Lady Eboshi cares deeply for her community, who 
would be taken advantage of (or forgotten) elsewhere, and must do heinous 
things to protect them. These beliefs are put to the test when she must choose 
whether to fight the Spirits of the Forest to protect her from the Emperor, or fight 
the Emperor’s Men to avoid destroying the forest.


